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PROBE
National Animal Damage Control Association
SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 198
H A R A S SMENT
— OF HUNTERS

NUMBER 6 6

6"

?

That's the title of an editorial in my
unfavorite
newspaper,
THE WASHINGTON
POST (09/18/86 : A-25) which was brought
to my attention by both Jeff Horwath and
Gary Simmons (APHIS-ADC).
It tells of
the
harrowing
experience
of
one,
Francelle Dorman, who objected "without
raising ' her
voice
but speaking
feelingly" to hunters shooting geese on
a nearby marsh in Niantic (CN). Told
she was interferring with legal pursuits
and breaking the law, she kept yakking
until
a peace officer was summoned,
"twisted her hands behind her back, and
she was arrested."

in New York.
"The language of that
statue
is
so ambiguous
that
individuals...could
be fined for
speaking sharply to a hunter, or, I
would add, reading to him a chapter from
'Bambi'.
Cuomo (Governor of New York)
likes to think of all New Yorkers as
part of a family, but it is a strange
household in which certain members of
the
family,
those
with
guns, are
protected by law from criticism by the
others."
Undoubtedly, we will see more
of these confrontations as the Animal
Rightists get more lawyers.
• Schizoids of the world, unite !

Thus she was the first person arrested
for breaking the 1985 Connecticut statue
"lobbied through the legislature by the
Sportsman's
Alliance."
The case was
brought to court on April 3rd and was
•dismissed as "...she hs.fi been arrested
'prematurely'.
Maybe
she had
not
addressed the hunters long enough; it
was hard to tell, since the law is so
broad and vague." Her lawyer's defense
is typical of that breed citing the
First Amendment, "If the marketplace of
ideas
is to remain free and open,
governments
must
not be allowed to
choose which issues are worth discussing
or debating." which of course does not
recognize "speaking out" in the field
interferes with the pursuit of a legal
activity.
The biased attitude of both the POST and
the writer (Nat Hentoff) is made very
clear in a dicussion of a similar statue

THE GREAT
SHOOT OUT

HEGINS

Animal rights activitists boycotted the
52 year-old Labor Day pigeon shoot at
Hegirs (PA)
This group, TRANS-SPECIES
UNLIMITED (they must be getting their
names
from disoriented rock groups),
lined the main walk into Hegins Park
(which incidentally had been paid for by
the proceeds of previous shoots) and
badgered the shooters with bullhorns,
cheering
when a pigeon was missed.
About 300 hunters were present so I
guess
the din
was terrific.
Dana
Stuchell, VP of TSU, said, "No ethical
sportsman could condone this." (You
mean they admit there is such a thing as
an "ethical sportsman" ? Only when it
suits their aims.) Thanx to Pink Madsen
and the SALT LAKE (UT) TRIBUNE 09/02/86.
$ When in doubt hesitate.

YOUR RIGHT TO
FIGHT RIGHT

Inst,
for Urban
Wildlife,
10921Trotting Ridge Way, Columbia, MD 21044

Is the title of an editorial in the
Spring (1986) issue of the VOICE OF THE
TRAPPER.
While
it is written for
organized Trappers' Associations, it is
such a good article on how to fight the
"antis-" in State legislatures that I am
reprinting it (with the permission of
Editor Tom Krause) in THE PROBE on the
understanding that we in ADC are facing
a common enemy and need all the support
we can get or give.
# Old timers remember when penny candy
was only a nickel instead of 20 cents,

MEETINGS

— BE THERE !

28-30 Oct. 86 - Pacific-Northwest Forest
&
Orchard
Animal
Damage
Control
Conference, Wenatchee (WA) Registration
fee
$75. Make
reservations to:
Conferences & Institutes, 208 Van Doren
Hall, WSU, Pullman, WA 99164-5220 This
promises to be a good one as they have a
number
of good speakers lined up.
Registration limited to 250 so if you
haven't signed up better do so by phone
- (509) 335-2946.
3-6 Nov. 86 - National Symposium on
Urban
Wildlife, Chevy
Chase (MD).
Contact:
Dr. Lowell W. Adams, Natl.

7-10 Dec. 86 - 48th Midwest Fish &
Wildlife Conf., Red Lion Inn, Omaha, NE.
Theme is AGRICULTURE TODAY AND TOMORROW:
IMPACTS ON FISH AND WILDLIFE. Contact:
Harold K. Edwards, PO Box 4558, Lincoln,
NE 68503
20-25 Mar. 87 - 52nd North American
Wildlife & Natural Resources Conference,
Quebec City, Canada. Contact: James E_.;
Miller
USDA
Extension
Service,
Washington, DC 20250.
#
The first thing you learn in a
hospital is that you are not fully
gown.

GETTING THE PARK
SERVICE * S GOAT
Sixty
years
ago, the\ Park Service
shipped a dozen goats to the Olympic NP
to
see if they could adapt to the
isolated mountains on the peninsula.
Most of them died in the first year, but
3 or 4 survived and happily went about
cohabiting so the herd now numbers more
than a thousand.
Ah ! The serpent in
Eden appears again. It seems the goats
are making a mess of the Park, creating

Your Right To Fight Right
A Staff Report
EADING about anti-trapping
legislation in other areas is so
commonplace th?.t it is almost
boring. Repulsive legislation is introduced regularly, and that is a simple fact.
While poor legislation introduced into
nearby states causes us to perk up, there
is nothing quite like the paranoia we feel
when we realize that our own rights are
at stake and that a hearing will be held
next week to legislatively exterminate us.
This is America. There is nothing that
we can do to prevent others from having
an opinion, or introducing legislation that
would seem to better society. But since
this is America, we do enjoy due process
under parliamentary procedure, and that
means that we have equal opportunity,
under the law, to register our opinion and
concern as well before the bill is passed
out of committee for voting by the state
legislature.
In most states, the legislators
themselves have to introduce bills, and

R

getting a legislator to introduce or sponsor anti-trap bills is really easy when you
consider that most legislators have little
or no real knowledge about trapping and
the need for trapping. Legislators mean
well, but they are vulnerable to political
pressures from their own districts, and
there is a real temptation to lean with the
wind, particularly when they are fed biased, partial, and prejudiced views.
Parliamentary procedure in all states
requires that newly introduced bills be
assigned to committees, where public
hearings are held for public input before
the bills are amended (modified), tabled
(inactivated), killed, or voted out of committee for the debate and vote of the entire legislature.
Since our democratic system leaves us
vulnerable to annual attack, we need to
recognize that our first line of defense is
the committee hearing process. Stopping
the offensive legislation dead in its tracks
during the public hearing process is not
only the cheapest way t o defend
ourselves, but a well organized presenta-

tion will also help to discourage further
harassment. Therefore it is incredibly important for trappers to learn to be effective communicators and to know how as
well as how not to represent trapping.
Although each new anti-trapping bill is
a surprising shock, there is no reason nor
excuse to be unprepared or to know who
to turn to for help. While it seems likely
that none of us are ever fully prepared,
there is a lot that we can do before and
when an offensive bill is introduced.
Homework — Each state trapping
association must do its homework and
assign certain responsibilities to individual
officers or members. One of these important roles is to monitor emerging legislation to ensure that there is enough time
to prepare an adequate defense to the proposed legislation. Part of the strategy of
the antis is to rush the hearing process,
and the earliest warning should start all
of the gears in motion.
Under the heading of homework, eachf
state association should affiliate with and'
Spring 1986 • VOICE • 7

communicate with other like-minded
powers and groups within the state. In
some states these include the Wildlife
Federation Chapters, Sportsmen's Councils or groups, Farm Bureau,
Woolgrower's, Cattlemen, and others. It
is a decided advantage to have a trapper
sitting on any of these boards of directors, and most certainly trappers are well
received by these memberships when they
put on trapping oriented programs for
their benefit.
We have been too quiet and too uninvolved. It is time for better communications with our friends, and we need to be
on a first name basis with those who can
help us.
Part of our homework is to also know
which committee is likely to receive an
anti-trapping bill. These committees do
vary widely in different states, and it is
a decided advantage to profile the
members of the committee to know who
your mends are and how they would liko
ly vote on an anti-trapping issue.
Committee members who are known
friends to conservation can be cultivated
too. Invite them as speakers to your conventions and chances are that they will be
as impressed with you as you are (with
them.
No one is ever fully prepared without
doing homework, and there is certainly
too much at stake to be caught
unprepared.
Commankatioas — The communica^*
tion process must begin immediately once
an anti-trap bill is announced, is assigned a number, and is directed to a committee. The first communications must be
by telephone to all state trapping association officers and directors, the state game
department, NTA, FTA, WLFA, and
AFRI. The printed bills should also be
sent quickly to all of these organizations
as strategy is prepared, and chances are
that all involved will offer excellent suggestions once the printed bill can be viewed and discussed. Representatives from
tnese organizations may be available to
help your state organize a defense, and
in any event, their combined expertise is
a powerful aid.
The message must be sent to the trapping association members in your state as
soon as a hearing date is confirmed and
we know exactly who should be sent letters by the membership. The NTA can
help a great deal in this effort, and we
often send letters to all NTA members
and expired members to announce what
action should be taken as well as the committee hearing date and location. We provide this service at no cost to the state
trapping associations, and if there is an
excellent response by trappers writing letters to the committee members, there is
even a good chance that the bill hearing
will be cancelled and not heard at all.
Part of the communication process is
to visit with the state game department
8 • VOICE • Spring 1986

to get their reaction to the bill, and to confirm whether or not they will testify in opposition to the proposed legislation. In
some states, game departments will only
testify at the request of the committee.
Some will testify "for informational purposes'* only, and others may be directed
to be quiet by an opinionated governor
or other political persuasion.
The testimony of experts from within
the game department can be critical, and
if you have reason to believe that your
game department won't fight, then you
have a right to gather all of the available
information on furbearer harvest data,
license income, and the number of citizens
who participate in the harvests. Committee members want hard data in the decision making process, and the data is also
a protection for them from their critics.
Game departments do not have to provide you with this information, but they
cannot deny you accesst to rki« infonsation under the Freedom of Information
Act, so you might have to copy the information for your own uses.
Using official data to prove that
furbearing resources can withstand
harvests is easy. The true numbers of people who would be impacted by the proposed legislation can be backed up in
black and white, and it is also a cinch to
take the numbers of furbearers and multiply the numbers by the average values to
come up with hard evidence on the true
economics of the proposed legislation.
--'"Part of the communication process is
to call a meeting of all who will testify
against the legislation. The strategy must
be planned, reviewed and discussed. All
of the bases must be touched, and each
speaker should be assigned a particular
subject to maximize impact and reduce
repetitions. The selected speakers should
be comfortable with their assigned subjects because the committee members may
desire to cross-examine each witness.
It is very helpful for the selected
speakers if an effort is made to draw up
an outline of testimony at the strategy
mesdiig. That way, everyone can have
some input, and the resulting ideas can
also be incorporated into the finished
testimony materials.
Presentation — Trappers have been
portrayed by the antis for a number of
years as unkept, uncouth barbarians, so
it is very important to dress for a committee hearing properly. Proper clothing
does not have to be expensive, but the
clothing must be clean, pressed, and color coordinated. The only image that will
impress the committee is that trappers are
not unusual. We are just people. That is
nothing to be ashamed about, and our attire should reflect just that.
If it appears that there are more trappers gathered at the hearing than there are
antis, the speakers can ask for a show of
hands for support on statements, and this
gives each trapper an opportunity to par-

ticipate. That is a great aid in reducing
the number of trappers wishing to vent
their displeasure, and the committee
members will greatly appreciate anything
you do to prevent one trapper after
another from repeating the same
statements and clouding the true issues.
The testimony of state trapping
associations, and other sportsmen's
groups, should be typed, proofread for
proper punctuation and spelling, and laced with hard facts that will serve as
evidence refuting the emotional pleas of
the antis. A page boy is usually available
to distribute copies of your testimony to
the committee members just before you
speak, and it is perfectly acceptable to
read your testimony. The committee is
likely to read right along with you, and
the important thing is that they will have
your data, facts, and opinions in hand
long after everyone has gone home and
the cthsr arguments grow dis;.
Leaving your testimony in the hands of
the committee members is a real advantage because the material will be helpful
to the member if he or she is required to
answer a critic who wondered why they
voted as they did. Give every consideration to the committee members who may
fed caught themselves between a rock and
a hard place. It is a fact that most committee members have little or no
knowledge about trapping, so it is perfectly acceptable to distribute NTA Handbooks as well to the legislators as evidence
about the reality of trapping as well as the
values of trapping to the wild resources
and people.
The antis will be allowed to speak first
in favor of the proposed legislation, so
it is also to your advantage to make notes
of their testimony. When your turn comes
to speak, it is perfectly acceptable to
deviate from your prepared testimony to
object to statements that you know are
untrue, unfounded, misleading or inaccurate. The best tuns to do this is immediately after yon finish your prepared
testimony.
There are some traps to stay out of.
Don't ever raise your voice, and don't
assassinate the character of any individual. Opinion, beliefs, and interpretations of datarightfullyoccur and deviate,
but that does not give you a right or a
reason to try to demean another person.
The issues and bill language are what are
at stake, and no one is on trial.
Stay away from emphasis that you are
a taxpayer, and represent taxpayers. The
committee will expect you to be a taxpayer, and those opposed to trapping pay
taxes too.
Many anti-trapping bills are introduced as a result of a game violation and do
not, under any circumstances, try to protect any violation of law. You don't have
to and you don't want to either.
One of the arguments that you are sure
to hear is that the leghold or foothold trap

is an antiquated, barbaric, painful device.
While there is growing evidence that
foothold traps cause very little pain, that
argument should only be contested by the
scientific community, if at all. The
believeable bottom line is that alternative
devices are excessively expensive, don't
work under many soil type and climatic
conditions, pose a threat to game animals,
pets and livestock, or simply don't work
on some species in need of control.
Now that our state trapping associations are meeting at spring business
meetings is a perfect time to evaluate our
own preparedness, and to delegate
responsibilities. We need to do our
homework, and we need to do more of
it if we are to properly represent the best
interests of furbearers and people.

Legislators aren't our enemies. They
are just people, and they do listen to us
too. We can tell the truth, use the help
of many friends of trapping, and we can
educate the committee members.
With the combination of doing our
homework, proper and quick communications to other trappers, and a solid
and well balanced presentation during the
hearing process, we can usually kill or
have tabled anti-trapping bills before they
are introduced to full legislatures. It takes
all three when a bad bill emerges. Trying
to stop the bill if it is reported out of committee is much more expensive, and we
lose the .advantage of being last to testify.
Give us a call if we can help. The NTA
is here to serve you in every and any way
that we can.
*

creating erosion and damaging plant life
that is found only in the Park.
In a
typical PR ploy, the Park is solicting
suggestions from the "public" on how to
take care of the problem. They admit
the simplest solution would be to shoot
them, but that would raise the ire of
the "public". In this instance even the
State Game Dept. is against shooting
them, even though they agree the herd
should be reduced. So it appears the
Park Service is committed to a program
of
netting and transporting them by
chopper to the Cascade Mountains at a
cost of about $1,000 per. Thanx to Ann
Fitzwater
and the ALBUQUERQUE (NM)
TRIBUNE 09/08/86.

so they could eat them.
Thanx to THE TRAPLINE, Texas ADC Program
Sept. 1986
«
« '
• $ Old timers remember when it took more
time to fly across the country than it
took to get to the airport.

SPEAKING OF BEAVERS
Pittsfield (MA) has been flushing water
mains in an attempt to rid the city's
water supply of microscopic parasites,
Giardia Iambiia.
There have been
more
than
520 cases of infectious
diarrhea caused by this organism since
late November.
While health officials
are not certain of the source, it is
certainly
reasonable
to finger the
colony of beaver living in the Ashley
Reservoir which was used to augment the
city's drinking water on November 9th.
VOICE OF THE TRAPPER, Spring, 1986, p*

• Old timers remember when they could
pick up a handerchief with their teeth
instead of vice versa.

TALL TALES
The
Hooper
ranch
credits ADC with
keeping them
in the turkey and deer
business.
Before the hunter came to
work
on the ranch
they
had a
white-tailed deer fawn crop of 11%.
last year they had about 45-50% and
expect a 65-70% crop this year.
Troubleshooter T\
Thomas feels all
smokeless tobacco labels should have a
warning concerning possible hazards when
your cuspidor turns over in your lap
whle driving down the road with your
seat belt on.
APHTS-ADC had a complaint about beaver
rolling watermelons into nearby creeks
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# Experience is what you get when you
were expecting something else.

MUSICAL

CHAXRS

Ray
Trimble (Kerrville District, TX)
retired recently and was given a nice
plaque for his many years of service to
the Texas program,
J. M. Christensen is being transferred
to a supercub pilot position in Idaho
which
will
also be responsible for
certifying for theRegional Office the
choppers in their program up there.
Caddell

retired

from the

Guadalupe County program after 28 years
with the Texas ADC.
He has been a
dedicated and outstanding employee. In.
1982,
he received
the SPECIAL
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD for the extra effort
he had put in on his assignment.
Jim Winnat is leaving sunny Texas to
become State Director in Wisconsin. He
was presented a plaque recognizing his
long
years of service to Texas and
wished the best of luck in his new
assignment.
Bob Beach is also leaving Texas but he
is moving up to the LAND OF ENCHANTMENT.
Welcome to the Las Crudes District, Bob

thought to be a serious predator on
small and medium sized marsupials. "Also
foxes are difficult to control."
Donkeys - Because they are too large,
fast and vicious for predators and not
esteemed as a food source by man, they
have increased to the detriment of the
environment.
Shooting from helicopter
is most effective method.
This year
29,000 donkeys were shot compared to
56,000 in 81/82.
$ You wouldn't worry about what people
think of you if you realized how seldom
they do.

DON * T SELL
RODENTS SHORT
We are sorry, however, to lose our state
directors.
Tom Hoffman is going to "be
the big wheel in Oregon ( Tom Nicholls
is now an Asst. Regional Supervisor in
Denver) and Gary Larson is going to take
over Utah from Bob Reynolds . I wish to
personnally thank Tom and Gary for the
support they have given me and NADCA in
the past.
Gary Nunnley is coming back
to take over as Actg. State Director for
New Mexico.
(I WOULD LIKETOREMIND EVERYBODY
TO PLEASE SEND ME A CHANGE OF
ADDRESS CARD AS IT IS A CHORE TO
KEEP MY MAILING LISTS STRAIGHT ! !)
0 Never lend money to friends.
their memories.
.

YOU
GOT

It ruins

THINK' YOU'VE
PROBLEMS ?

From the 1985 Annual Report of AGRIC,
PROTECT. BOARD OF W. AUSTRALIA:
Feral
camels
-Occasional
damage by
camels to fences and watering points was
reported.
Camels tend to demolish whole
sections of fences by leaning on the
posts rather than just making a gap to
go through.
Small mobs are present in
the Kimberleys but are not considered a
threat as they have shown a tendency in
the past "... to graze toxic plants in
the area with fatal consequences."
Fox - Little effort expanded on fox
control
as damage
is limited and
sporadic on livestock though they are

Jerry Mix Editor of PEST CONTROL showed
that rats and mice are now 20% of the
total professional pest control market
today with the house mouse being the
leading vertebrate pest. While over 73%
of the respondents to the survey make
less than $25,000 on rodent control,
14.2% earn between $25,000 to $75,000
and 12.3% make over $75,000 annually
clobbering the little b
s. Mice
account for 58% of the rodent control
business with Norway rats getting 24.4%
and roof rats 13.3%.
"Other rodents"
make up the remaining 4.4%.
With regard to techniques used, TALON
(ICI), was the choice of 76.7%, followed
by CONTRAC from Bell labs with 22.4%.
J. T. Eaton and ZP from Bell had 20 and
19.2%
respectively.
The change in
techniques , is shown in that 83.7% of
PCO's are using commercially mixed baits
rather than compounding their own. The
leading trap is the KETCH-ALL (Kness
Mfg.)
with
40.9%.
Victor
Traps
(Woodstream) were 38.5% and TINCAT also
from Woodstream had 10.6%. In tracking
powders, ROZOL (Chempar) was listed by
41.7% while ZP (Bell) was 38.2%.
Carl
Hicks
(Apollo
Pest
Control,
Brunswick,
OH) sums
up the modern
approach
to commensal rodent control
that was just a gleam in the eye when I
was involved in educating PCO's many
years back, "Regardless of what chemical
treatment is used, the best results are
achieved through initial examination and

6
and an overall plan of elimination using
exclusion, sanitation, and education of
both
the
customer
and
service
personnel."
AiMEN
!
PEST
CONTROL,
54(9):22-23 (1986)
$ Anything worth doing is worth getting
someone else to do it*

LETTERS

TO

YE

ED

"You may already know about the coyote
story
(see DON COYOTE).
I couldn't
figure out what kind of a dream world
this bird was in until I realized he had
a book to sell. Then it made sense. I
got caught in a RIF action in Nebraska.
As I may need an occasional laugh send
me THE PROBE to my new address in Hot
Springs (SD)."
Don Heinbaugh
(I am
truly sorry to hear this as Don has been
one of our best supporters. I hope this
can get corrected soon. Incidentally,
Don was the first to send in his dues
for 1987. Don't be bashful, I won't get
mad if you send in your dues early.
They are still at the same obscenely low
rate.)
**********
§ If at first you don't succeed - plug
in the cord.
Guy Connolly (APHIS, ID) sent me a copy
of a page in THE CLEVER COYOTE (Stan
Young
&
H.H.T.Jackson,
1951) which
mentions Salmon Poisoning Disease (SPD).
I "found" SPD in the Proceedings of the
12th Vertebrate Pest Conference in Aug.
86 issue of THE PROBE. I would like to
say that I never worked on coyotes in
the Northwest so was unfamilar with the
disease as a potential coyote killer,
but it really points out there are a
number of things I don't know about ADC.
Consequently, why don't you people try
to educate me more ?
I've said it
before and I'll probably have to say it
again
I am "retired" and no longer
doing active field work in ADC. I have
to rely on you to keep me posted on the
tools and techniques currently used in
ADC
work.
Also
my
apparent
preoccupation with western control and
coyotes specifically is not through my
own choice, but the fact that those are
the only things I hear about from NADCA
members.

The arrival of THE PROBE #65 last week
brightened up my day - as it always
does.
I'm
nervously
watching
our
currency exchange rate as the annual
subscription
time
draws
nearer...I
wonder
whether
annual
subscriptions
could
be
traded on the commodities
futures market ?!! Jim Backholer Senior
Research
Officer,
Turnbull
Research
Institute, Victoria, Australia.
**********
$ Don't critcize your wife. If she was
perfect she'd have married better.
EPA
DOUBLE TAT
TC
After
several years of turning down
suggestions by ADC representatives on
needed regulatory reforms for the use of
the M-44s (spring-loaded coyote guns),
EPA finally agreed to some necessary
changes, but then negated the entire
agreement by throwing it open to the
environmentalists.
With their help, EPA
backed down on 5 of the proposed changes
it had agreed to, watered down 4 more,
and added a new limitation that hadn't
been in there to start with.
The changes EPA originally agreed to
were the removal of the arbitrary limits
on the numbers of M-44's that could be
used (12 per section).
EPA admitted
that these arbitrary limits were not
needed and it could be left to the
discretion of the user for the "minimum
number
needed
to prevent or reduce
losses" by predators.
They had also
agreed to leave it to the user to remove
the devices when he felt they were no
longer
needed
rather than follow a
"within 30 days" limitation.
Neither of these promises have been
kept.
EPA in direct violation of directives to
reduce unnecessary paperwork (but then
this
is
uniformly ignored by every
government agency) has reneged on an
agreement to eliminate reports on the
"apparent
reason"
for
each
M-44
discharged, maps showing the location of
each
unit,
and literally making it
necessary for 2 persons to know exactly
where each unit is placed. But now it
appears that none of these regulations
will go through as promised.

In addition, four other amendments have
been "compromised". Instead of dropping
the
limitation of 4 M-44s per draw
station, they will permit the use of 5
stations instead of 3 per section and
leave the limit at 4 per station. EPA
was
also
to
reduce the expensive,
time-consuming
requirement
of weekly
inspections of M-44s.
Here again they
sold
us
out
by
only agreeing to
"exceptions when the weather was too
foul to permit access."
Still
another limitation of allowing
their use only after predation has begun
or
in chronic depredation areas was
supposed to be relaxed. What happened ?
The new rule limits anticipatory control
to "on or within 7 miles of a ranch
unit" where there has been "recurrent
prior
experience of predation."
The
fourth amendment dealt with the asinine
requirement
of
having
'billboards'
posted within six feet of an M-44. EPA
agreed to expand this to 50 feet, but
under
pressure
from
the
environmentalists
"compromised" to 25
feet.
Instead of a warning this tends
to
lure passerbys to the units and
undoubtedly makes them easier targets
for the citybred environmentalists to
find
and
destroy.
The
only
two
amendments
the
environmentalists
accepted are those permitting the use of
M-44s to protect 'endangered' species,
of course.
This has been a real sell-out by an
agency hampered by a staff consisting
solely of political hacks, bureaucratic
misfits, 'wet-behind-the-ears' lawyers,
or bunny huggers.
And I speak from 5
years of experience in working 'for' EPA
(I
class
myself as a 'bureaucratic
misfit'
having been forbidden by Ed
Johnson
to
write
any more reports
contrary
to
their
preconceived
conclusions).
Thanx to Guy Connolly
(APHIS,
Twin
Falls,
ID)
and
the
LIFESTOCK WEEKLY 4 Sept. 86 pg. 4.
• Middle age is when all people our age
seem older than we are.

DON

COYOTE

This is a title of a book about a
rancher who loves coyotes (DON COYOTE:

THE GOOD TIMES AND THE BAD TIMES OF A
MUCH MALIGNED AMERICAN ORIGINAL. Arbor
House, $16.95).
Some idea of the press
it
is getting is a comparison with
Farley Mowat's "classic" NEVER CRY WOLF
and you know what a phoney that is.
Anyway, it seems Dayton Hyde was driving
his
tractor on his farm in Klamath
County
(OR)
when
he saw a coyote
following him across the meadows some 40
feet away.
One day Hyde left a ham
sandwich
and the coyote relationship
changed forever. "He dug a den under my
tractor,
and started using it as a
hotel,
message center, and urinal."
Then Hyde howled, and immediately the
coyote answered him and even started to
wag his tail at him. However, predator
control was being done on the adjacent
ranches.
A pilot dropped poison on
Hyde's property.
His dog ate it and
died in his arms. "Neighbors,left dead
meat around laced with 1080, a poison
antidote that kills the first animal
that ingests it, then brings death again
and again down the chain of scavengers"
(we'll never live that down among the
ignorant).
And then the unthinkable - the hunting
season opened. Right in front of Hyde a
trespasser shot the coyote, cut off its
tail and held it up triumphantly. Hyde
with great difficulty "resisted an urge
as primitive as that of the hunter" and
threw the man off his land. The bullet
had amputated a hind foot and the coyote
was deep in shock.
Hyde left him for
dead abut several months later he saw
him with the cutoff tail, limping on
three legs.
Hyde was now interested in coyotes and
got a pair from a local zoo.
They
raised 6 pups which they released on the
range.
They fed them dog food until one
day they gave them a ground squirrel.
After that they were forced to provide
the equivalent of 15 ground squirrels a
day and could now appreciate how many
ground squirrels a family of coyotes
could eat. He believes in restoring the
predator-prey
relationship
because,
"Whereever I look, I see green. Because
thousands of birds come in and eat the
insects...by
not
using poisons, the
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hawks,
coyotes, badgers, cranes, and
even ducks keep the place clean...The
ranch
would
still
flourish without
flickers,
badgers,
trout,
deer,
chipmunks, etc. But without coyotes, it
would be doomed. In fact, if I were to
design a kit for the beginning rancher,
a pair of coyotes would be included. My
secret is to keep them fed all year
around.
It has never been the coyote
that
did the damage.
It was the
coyote's appetite...The coyote is the
veterinarian
of the sagebrush. It
devours
the sick,
the lame, the
genetically unfit, keeping the rest of
the population healthy...Nature gave the
coyote a serious function. They don't
need to eat calves. They never bother
ours."
Another Mowat ! Doesn't it
just make you want to hug the little
buggers ? Thanx to Don Heinbaugh riffed
ADC and the SUNDAY WORLD-HERALD (Omaha,
NE) 8/31/86. pg. 1.
§ I give
take.

much

better

advice

than I

FWS-APHIS
Some of the changes visualized in the
shift
of ADC from
INTERIOR to
AGRICULTURE are that the DENVER WILDLIFE
RESEARCH
CENTER
(DWRC) will now be
working
with the USDA Gulfport (MS)
Laboratory.
The Gulfport
chemical
scientists will screen potential control
products while DWRC will carry on the
development studies.
This should be a
progressive
combination.
There will
also be more thrust for ADC projects in
urban
areas.
Chicago, Akron/Canton/
Cleveland, New Orleans, Boston, and Los
Angeles are mentioned as pilot projects.
J. Beck, PEST CONTROL, 54(9):8 (1986).
$ The less you know about how sausages
are made, the better they taste.

ULTRASONIC
BUSTED .

BOOM

—

A civil penalty suit has been decided
against ELECTRONICS FOR INDUSTRY, INC.
(FL).
This is the first time in ten
years EPA has stopped the advertising
and sale of an ultrasonic device claimed
to be effective against rodents. The
RAT-I-CATOR
was judged
misbranded
because it does not include cautions and

the labelling makes claims about its
effectiveness that were not supported by
test results conducted by the USFWS.

#
There is nothing wrong with the
younger generation
that
the older
generation hasn't managed to outgrow.
READIN 1
Jeff Jackson Control commensal rodents
in
agriculture.
Bull.
#941, Univ.
Georgia
(Athens,
GA) Cooperative
Extension
Service,
(1986): Extension
leaflet
updating information on this
problem in agricultural habitats.
SEAL
WARS
! A n American Viewpoint.
Janice
Scott Henke (1985) Breakwater
Books Ltd. You can buy a copy from the
author
(RD #2,Box 337, Cormus Road,
Glens Falls, NY 12801) $8.95 ppd.
This was a very even-handed treatment of
the controversy over killing baby harp
seals under Canadian Government permits
and a excellent expose of how the animal
rightists operate. I particularly liked
her summation of the real problem:
"Those skeptics who, through the years,
have
described most environmentalists
and beliefs as all wet, have finally
realized a few arrid facts: wildlife
management
and other
forms
of
conservation, though proven effective,
often have not been perceived by the
public as making any difference to a
threatened natural world.
Part of the
reason for this is that most of te
information given to the public comes
from
the humane-protest/environmentalist movement.
Professional wildlife
management has failed to command respect
in
whole
populations which have no
experience with it, and so no tradition
of belief in the field...It is not in
the interest of protest to ever admit
that professional scientists know what
they are doing."
In other words, you
and I should get off our butts and
present our side where it will do the
most good.
$ Money still talks but you have to turn
up the volume.

MY
MY
In

TJTNTSEEN P U B L I C —
F A N S LOVE ME !

response

to what I thought was a
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low key article in PEST CONTROL and
reprinted on the following page, YE ED
got this letter:
"Mr. William Fitzwater:
1 felt it my civic duty to'write you. I
have 7 cats and love all of them dearly.
You were right about one thing - either
you love cats or you hate them. That
does not give anyone a right to murder
them.
I personally think you - Mr.
Fitzwater are a cold noncaring person
who in my opinion has not got the right
to be a secretary of anything ! exefept
maybe
- the National Animal Damage
Control
Association
!
I was very
ofended by your article ! and hope that
you get what you have coming to you for
be so cruel ! Charlotte, Zephyr, TX. "
(Then I get another crushing blow from
an Ann Landers column <ALBUQUERQUE (NM)
TRIBUNE 30 Oct. 86>:
"Dear
Ann Landers:
You printed 3
letters in*favor of bird lovers and only
2 from cat lovers. I've always known in
my heart of hearts that people who hate
cats
are not to be trusted.
Such
persons are invaribly underhanded, mean,
and
vicious.
I have never met a
cat-hater who wasn't a chronic liar, a
crook, or a hypocrite.
MOTHER OF A
SIAMESE AND TWO PERSONS.
I guess I'll never learn, as I'm just
getting over reactions from a column I
recently wrote (I also edit a monthly
newsletter for ol' folks at the Palo
Duro Senior Citizens' Center): "A writer
denying
he neither
idolized or
anathematized
cats, insisted he only
wished to sweep away the superstitions
about cats. 'One of these superstitions
is that cats always land on their feet.
Now the last thing I do before going to
bed is to toss my cat down the cellar
steps.
I have discovered that by giving
it a certain twist, I can make it land
on its head every time !'"
The thing I can never understand
is why it is when I'm at a party,
the house cat always comes up
to me to be petted ?
• I'm tolerant
stupid ones.

of

all opinions - even

°d rather have mice than cats . . .
they don't eat half as much
and don't smell nearly as bad.'

OL *

MONEYBAGS

It
sure
is nice
having
somebody
respectable looking after the money for
a change.
Wes Jones reports for the
last quarter:
Postage, PROBE
$ 20.16
Printing, PROBE ... 127.50
Misc., PROBE
200.00
Total
$352.66
Dues
Interest, Checking
Total
Balance

107.50
47.37
,
,.

$154.87

... $3222.96

• We have only two things to worryabout.
One is that things will never
get back to normal. The second is they
already have !

RATTY

IMMIGRANTS

No
this
is not a commentary on
contemporary events, but Dr. Harry Pratt
(rtd. US PLibiic Health Service) sent me
an article appearing in the NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC (July, 1985) that awakened an
old interest of mine on the travels of
commensal rodents to the New World. The
story by Robert Grenier (EVACATING A
400-YEAR-OLD
BASQUE CALLEON) concerns
investigation of an old ship wreck off
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Extreme care
needed when
controlling cats
by William Fitzwater

O

f all the animals that man has
domesticated, the cat has been
the most resistant to change. All the
cat family, wild or domesticated,
have the same broad, stubby skull,
similiar facial traits, lithe, stealthy
movements, retractable claws, and
nocturnal habits,
You either lovo cats or you hat©
them. There seems to be no middle
ground.
The Egyptians who first domesticated them regarded cats as saviours
of their stored grain. Anyone killing a
cat had to replace it with an amount of
grain needed to cover the dead cat
when held up by its tail. Medieval Europeans, on the other hand, often linked
them with the Devil and put them
through indignities.

more often ignored.
Habitat manipulation can be accomplished by closing off outbuildings, removing wood piles and other potential
cover, cutting off food supplies by
tightly covering garbage cans and limiting the availability of pet food to only
resident pets.
There are a number of chemicals on
the market registered individually or in
combination to repel cats. These in-

is with livetraps. Cat traps should be
11-12 inches square and at least 30
inches long. Double-ended traps are
better but must be 42 inches long.
Traps can be baited with a live sparrow in an enclosed cage, catnip, fresh
or canned fish, or canned cat food.
Place traps under cover along travel
lanes normally followed by the cats and
near garbage cans and other food
sources.

elude: allyl isothiocyanate, amyl acetate, anethole, capsaicin, cinnemaidehyde, citral, citronella, citrus
oil, eucalyptus oil, geranium oil, lavender Ou', lemongrass oi!, menthol,
methyl nonyl ketone, methyl salicylate,
naphthalene, n i c o t i n e , paradichlorobenzene and thymol.
Be careful to read the warning labels on damaging fabrics and possible
phytotoxicity. All carry the instructions
that when used indoors, "disciplinary
action" must accompany any unsatisfactory reactions.
Outdoor applications must also be
reapplied frequently. Actually there
has been little conclusive evidence on
the effectiveness of any of the above
chemicals, though allyl isothiocyanate
(oil of mustard), cinnemaldehyde,
methyl nonyl ketone, and nicotine have
worked in some instances.

Trapped cats can be given to a local
animal control agency or gassed with
carbon monoxide, carbon disulfide, or
other fumigants. Avoid handling them
whenever possible. Where circumstances permit, Nos. 1 to 2 steel jump
or No. 220 Conibear traps can he used
to kill individuals.
There are no toxicants registered as
such for cats, but under controlled situations, cats can be poisoned with
strychnine or with second generation
anticoagulants in sardine or other
oilyfish baits.
Alternative baits are heavily-scented canned cat food and milk, but
these baits must be kept fresh and
replaced often.
The destruction of feral and freeranging house cats is a controversial
issue so make every effort to determine the ownership of the cat before
lethal methods are employed.
When no other alternatives are
available, cats should be destroyed humanely, quickly and quietly. PC

Cat concerns
The place of the cat in the modern urban world is certainly secure even
though their reputation for controlling
rodent populations has not withstood
the scrutiny of objective research.
However, they are pets and companions to many people and an economic asset to pet food companies. On
the debit side are their depredations on
birds and other wildlife, defecation on
private property, motor vehicle hazards, and the midnight unharmonious,
'caterwauling' during certain periods
of the life cycle.
More serious is the generally unrecognized health hazards cats can be in
transmitting diseases to humans such
as, cat scratch fever, rabies, mumps,
plague, tularemia, leptospirosis, histoplasmosis, and others of epidemiological importance to the human
race.
Controlling cats
Reduction of local cat populations is
best accomplished by an aggressive
community program of spaying and
neutering. While leash laws do slow
feral dog populations, these usually
are not directed at cats and, if so, are
William 0. Fitzwater is secretary of the National Animal Damage Control Association.
He lives at 3919 Alta Monte NE, Albuquerque, NM.
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Using traps
Probably the least controversial
method of controlling nuisance cats

IV

Canada's Labrador Coast. The ship, bhe
SAN JUAN, sank in Red Bay in 1565 with a
multimillion dollar load of whale oil.
In recent (1978) salvage operations, the
writer found a wicker basket containing
codfish
bones
and an assortment of
delicate bones he couldn't identify.
These were sent to the National Museum
"of Natural Sciences in Ottawa and a week
latter
Steve Cumbaa from the museum
called back to report, "Robert,you may
have
the earliest
black
rat ever
recorded in North America."
As I had written an article (31,972
YEARS OF PEST CONTROL for Pest Control
April, 1972) which mentioned the early
movements of commensal rodents, Harry
knew I would be interested. The black
rat (Rattus rattus) came from Europe
with the early Spanish conquistadors and
was reportedly established in Peru in
1544 (H.H.Donaldson, THE RAT, Memoirs of
Wistar Inst. #6 (1915). It would certainly
seem
that
early
Spanish
settlements
in Florida brought over
undesirable
shipmates with them, but
outside
of a note by J.W. Bailey
(MAMMALS OF VIRGINIA, 1946) that the
black rat "...was introduced to North
America about 1550." (Bailey didn't list
the
source of this information) the
first record we have of rats in the
northern settlements in America is 1609.
Captain
John
Smith
reported
from
Jamestown (VA) that year, "In searching
out
casked corn, we found it halfe
rotten; and the rest so consumed with
the many thousands of rats, increased
first from the ships, that we * knewe not
how
to keepe that little we had."
(L.G.Tyler,
NARRATIVES
OF
EARLY
VIRGINIA, 1907).

The Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus)
didn't reach these shores until 1775.
Undoubtedly
the house
mouse (Mus
musculus) and the black rat came with
the
first ships to explore the New
World.
The first was so inconspicious
that there little mention of him by the
early travelers, but the black rat is
better documented.
$ He who gets too big for his britches
will be exposed in the end.
THIS PUBLICATION IS INTENDED AS AN
INFORMAL NEWSLETTER TO MEMBERS AND
SUPPORTERS OF NADCA. IT IS NOT AN
OFFICIAL DECLARATION OF NADCA POLICY OR
A CONCENSUS OF OPINION IN ALL INSTANCES.

YE ED —
W i l l iatm
Have really
been having problems with
the machine, that maizes all
the junk
above possible.
Ended up with having to
buy a new printer and like the computer
have still not learned to ride it yet so
bear with me.
I hadn't planned on this but as long as
I have some space left,
I might as well
put in a pitch for getting in your dues
for 1987.
The earlier
I get them the
easier
it
is
to keep the mailing list
correct.
So anytime now.
The rates
are the same except "supporting" went up
to $30 from $25 last year.
Thanx (It
saves typing a
letter).
Adios,
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